Abstract. The performance and reliability of engineering structures under extreme disastrous dynamic excitations (e.g. earthquakes) is of great concern due to the strong nonlinear mechanical behaviors as well as the uncertainty involved in both structural properties and external excitations. Great efforts have been devoted into this field in the past
INTRODUCTION
Due to the randomness of the time and magnitude of earthquakes, it is possible for all the practical engineering structures to enter the phase of exhibiting nonlinear behaviors [1, 2] . Therefore, it is of great importance to take into account the coupling of nonlinearity and randomness in assessing the performance and reliability of a practical structure rationally. In the past few decades, though the stochastic dynamics of structures, including the random vibration and the stochastic structural analysis, was extensively investigated, yielding a variety of approaches such as the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) [3] , the random perturbation method [4, 5] , and the orthogonal polynomials expansion [6, 7] , ect., great challenges are still encountered in the stochastic dynamical analysis of nonlinear structures of practical engineering interest [8] . Moreover, these methods are mainly aimed at obtaining the first second order statistics of structural responses rather than higher order statistics or probability density functions, which are of crucial importance in the reliability evaluation of nonlinear structures [9, 10] . From the perspective of physical stochastic systems, a family of probability density evolution method (PDEM), which is capable of capturing the instantaneous probability density functions of stochastic responses of nonlinear structures, has been developed by Li and Chen in the past decade [11] . Based on the random event description of principle of preservation of probability, a generalized density evolution equation (GDEE), of which the dimension is free from the dimension of the original dynamical system, is derived and solved by incorporating the embedded physical equations [12] .
Two possible paths, i.e., the ensemble evolution path and the point evolution path, could be employed in the numerical solution of PDEM [12] . In the point evolution based approach, a smart selection of representative points is of paramount importance. Great endeavors have been devoted into the optimal selection of representative point set [13, 14] . In the present paper, the generalized F-discrepancy (GF-discrepancy) is employed in the determination of representative points. A numerical example of a nonlinear frame-shear structure is presented. The stochastic seismic responses and the corresponding probabilistic information, including probability density functions, are obtained and analyzed. Then the evaluation of reliabilities under different threshold levels are carried out so that the accuracy and efficiency of PDEM could be verified. Problems to be further studied are discussed.
FUNDAMENTALS OF PROBABILITY DENSITY EVOLUTION METHOD (PDEM)
Without loss of generality, the equation of motion of a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) structure reads
where M and C are the n by n mass and damping matrices, respectively; f is the n by 1 linear or nonlinear restoring force vector; X , X  and X  are the n by 1 displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively; Γ is the n by r loading influence matrix and G is the r by 1 random loading vector; Θ denotes the s-dimensional basic random vector with known joint PDF ( ) p q Q containing all the basic random variables involved both in structural parameters and earthquake excitations.
For a well-posed dynamical system, the solution of Eq. (1) exists as the function of Θ , and must be unique. However, in order to assess the performance and the reliability of a practical structure under disastrous external excitations, some other physical quantities such as the internal forces (e.g., moments, axial forces and shearing forces) at crucial sections, the stress or the strain at key points and so on, are of engineering interest. According to the geometric consistency rules and the constitutive laws, these quantities can be obtained once the displacement and the velocity are known. Therefore, the other physical quantities of the system, which are
, must be the function of Θ . Undoubtedly, the derivative of ( ) t Z , i.e. the generalized velocity, is also a function of Θ . Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
and m is the number of quantities of interest. According to the random event description of the principle of preservation of probability [15] , we have ( , , ) 0
where
 is any arbitrary sub-domain belongs to  Θ , the distribution domain of the random vector, i.e., the support of the joint PDF
 is the subdomain at time t corresponding to an any arbitrary subdomain 0 W at the initial time belongs to the distribution domain of ( ) t Z . After some mathematical manipulations, we can finally have a multi-dimensional integrodifferential equation
Mathematically equivalently, we have the following partial differential equation [12, 15] , which governs the evolution of the joint PDF
Apparently, in the case of 1 m  , Eq. (4) reduces to a one-dimensional partial differential equation, i.e. ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) 0
Eqs. (4) and (5) are the so-called generalized density evolution equations (GDEEs) [12, 15] and the corresponding initial condition of Eq. (5) 
is the sub-flux of probability in the i-th direction, and
Clearly, Eq. (7) is also a conservative type equation, which is in turn the embodiment of the principle of preservation of probability. In this form, Eq. (7) becomes
It is noted that Eq. (7) is a form of ensemble evolution type equation. It should be emphasized that, even for a multi-dimensional problem, a one-dimensional differential equation could be derived and solved in PDEM. Therefore, the PDEM provides a feasible way to implement stochastic dynamical analysis of generic MDOF systems, which remains to be a great challenge for the classical equations (e.g. the Liouville equation, the FPK equation and the Dostupove-Pugachev equation) [16] .
THE GENERALIZED F-DISCREPANCY (GF-DISCREPANCY)
The direct solution based on the ensemble evolution type equation (7) is still to be developed. However, some advances have been made based on this thought. For instance, the FPK equation could be reduced to a lower-dimensional partial differential equation [17] .
On the other hand, Eq. (7) could be reduced to a set of point evolution based equations ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) 0
where the representative points
are selected and the corresponding assigned probabilities are calculated as the following equation [12, 18] so that the probabilistic information of the subdomain q  could be represented by q θ , i.e.
in Eq. (7) could be obtained by solving Eqs. (1) and (2).
By adopting appropriate finite difference scheme (e.g. Lax-Wendroff scheme or TVD scheme), Eqs. (7) 错误! 未找到引用源。 could be solved and then the instantaneous PDF of ( ) Z t could be evaluated as
It is obvious that a smart selection of representative points is of paramount importance to achieve the tradeoffs between the accuracy and efficiency of the numerical solution of PDEM. In the present paper, the generalized F-discrepancy is adopted in the strategy of selecting representative points. The GF-discrepancy is defined as [14]   
where , i q  denotes the coordinate of q θ along the i-th dimension, q P is the assigned probability defined in Eq. (8) and {} I  is the indicator function. It has been verified that the representative point set with smaller GF-discrepancy could guarantee a more accurate and efficient solution of PDEM [14, 19] . Therefore, minimizing the GF-discrepancy of representative points could be employed as the criterion of selecting representative points.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider a 30-story frame-shear structure subjected to scaled El-Centro (N-S) earthquake acceleration. The mean values of masses from bottom to top are 3. Figure 1 . Clearly, strong nonlinearity is involved.
By the point rearrangement strategy based on reducing GF-discrepancy, 512 representative points are selected and PDEM is implemented to obtain the mean and standard deviation of nonlinear seismic responses. Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) with 100 000 pseudo random points are carried out to verify the accuracy of PDEM. Table 1 shows the mean value, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and minimum value of the relative errors of PDEM and MCS (10 times of 512 points). It is shown in Table 1 that the representative point sets with GF-discrepancy-based optimization guarantee much more accurate results than those without GF-discrepancy-based optimization. Moreover, PDEM is capable of capturing any instantaneous PDF of nonlinear seismic response. Figure 3 shows 3 PDFs at 3 typical time instants and a remarkable evolution characteristic of PDF could be observed (e.g., there are three peaks at 8.77 second from single peak at 7.85 second, and then it turns out to be two peaks at 12.78 second). Figure 5(a) shows the evolution of PDF of the inter-story drift of first floor in a typical time interval. It could be observed that the evolution of PDF of nonlinear seismic responses is complicated and ever-changing. Thus the full access to the complete probabilistic information of nonlinear seismic responses, rather than the seconder order statistics obtained by the MCS, random perturbation method or the orthogonal polynomials expansion, is of critical importance in the assessment of safety and reliability of a practical engineering structure subjected to earthquake acceleration. In addition to capturing the evolution of PDF, PDEM is capable of evaluating the reliability of a structure under different threshold levels for nonlinear seismic responses. Based on the idea of equivalent extreme-value event and the extreme value distribution (EVD) [21, 22] , CDF of the extreme value of inter-story drift of first floor, as shown in Figure 5 (b), is obtained by the PDEM. It is shown in Figure 5 (b) that the CDF of extreme value obtained by PDEM accords with that obtained by MCS (100000 points) very well. According to the CDF of extreme value shown in Figure 5(b) , the failure probability of first floor with respect to inter-story drift could be estimated and the comparison of results between PDEM (512 points) and MCS (100000 points) is presented in Table 2 . The results presented in Table 2 demonstrate that PDEM guarantees enough accuracy when the failure probability is in the order of magnitude of . More should be done if the probability of failure is much smaller to improve the accuracy.
CONCLUSION
In order to implement the assessment of the performance and reliability of a nonlinear structure under earthquake acceleration rationally, in which the coupling of nonlinearity and randomness is always involved, it is of great importance to obtain the complete probabilistic information of the stochastic seismic response of the nonlinear structure. The results of a numerical example of a nonlinear frame-shear structure demonstrate that PDEM is capable of capturing the instantaneous PDF of nonlinear seismic responses as well as the ever-changing evolution of PDF. By minimizing the GF-discrepancy in the selection of representative points, PDEM is able to achieve the tradeoffs between the accuracy and efficiency of the probability density evolution analysis as well as the evaluation of reliability of a structure under earthquake acceleration. Thus it is verified that GF-discrepancy could be employed in the strategy of selection of representative points. However, a better GF-discrepancy-based strategy of point selection is still to be explored when the probability of failure is extremely small.
